depth, or perceived belongingness (Anderson 1997; Todorovic¨1997; Zaidi et al 1997; Gilchrist et al 1999; Ross and Pessoa 2000) .
These approaches, while motivated to different degrees by considerations from known visual neurophysiology, are generally quite successful in offering sophisticated, although sometimes quite complex, accounts of the amount and the direction of induction observed not only in White's effect but in other brightness phenomena. However, they have been largely silent with respect to an interesting modification of the original effect. Several studies have shown that the classical direction of induction in White's configuration occurs only when the luminance of the test regions lies between the minimum and maximum luminance values of the inducing stripes (Spehar et al 1995 Plet et al 2000; Ripamonti and Gerbino 2001) . When the luminance of the test regions lies outside the range of the inducing stripes, the test patch surrounded more by regions of lower luminance appears lighter than an identical test patch surrounded more by regions of higher luminance. Figures 1c and 1d show two White's configurations with target regions of highest and lowest luminance, respectively. While the difference in the appearance of the two targets is not as salient as in the case of the classical White's effect, it is in the opposite direction, consistent with simultaneous contrast. Spehar et al (1995 Spehar et al ( , 1997 referred to this dependence as`the luminance constraint' while Ripamonti and Gerbino (2001) refer to the configurations with`double-incremental' and`double-decremental' targets as the`inverted' White's effect. Existing models of White's effect focus almost exclusively on the classical version, with target regions of intermediate luminance relative to those of the inducing stripes, and cannot easily account for the inverted White's effect. For example, in our hands the oriented filter model of Blakeslee and McCourt (1999) proposed to account for the classical White's effect predicts little or no difference in perceived appearance between the two targets in the inverted White's stimulus. Selective contrast-integration models based on context-specific grouping (Ross and Pessoa 2000) , or a T-junction-specific contrast inhibition (Todorovic1 997; Zaidi et al 1997) , would be similarly unsuccessful because the luminance differences between the inverted and classical versions of White's effect are inconsequential for the operation of such mechanisms. Why does the direction of induction change depending on the relative luminance relationships between the target and inducing regions in White's configuration? Spehar et al (1995 Spehar et al ( , 1997 have taken the inverted White's effect as evidence for the importance of qualitative relationships in the classical version of the effect, and implicated mechanisms involved in the perception of three-dimensional layout and transparency. A possible mechanism of this type has been described by Anderson in his scission theory of White's effect (Anderson 1997) . He argues that the illusion is the consequence of a perceptual scission, whereby the luminance of the target region is split into multiple sources based on the contrast polarity of aligned contours at T-junctions. Even though he explicitly addresses only the classical version of White's effect, operation of the presumed mechanisms of perceptual scission compatible with an illusory transparency is restricted to specific geometrical and luminance relationships. In fact, the scission mechanism proposed by Anderson to account for the appearance of gray target regions in the classical White's effect operates within the same luminance constraint first reported by Spehar et al (1995 Spehar et al ( , 1997 . Both of these accounts would seem to presume the involvement of different mechanisms in the two versions of White's effect, the one similar to perceptual scission operating only in the classical configuration.
Recently, a unified account of the inverted and classical White's effects has been proposed by Ripamonti and Gerbino (2001) . They suggest that the classical White's effect can be attributed to both assimilation with the occluding stripe and contrast with the interrupted stripe. (1) In the inverted White's effect, these processes are modulated by adjacency along the luminance continuum so that contrast is more prominent if the interrupted stripe is closer in luminance to the targets, and assimilation is more pronounced if the occluding stripe is closer in luminance to the target.
In this work, we test directly whether the two versions of White's effect are mediated by the same or separate mechanisms. We measure induction in the two versions of the effect as a function of the aspect ratio of the target and inducing regions. The manipulations of the aspect ratio of the target and inducing regions used in the classical and inverted versions of White's effect are shown in figure 2. Figures 2a and 2c show the`landscape' and the`portrait' orientations of the classical White's configuration with target regions of intermediate luminance relative to that of the inducing regions. Figures 2b and 2d show the landscape and the portrait orientations of the inverted White's configuration with target regions of the highest luminance. The target area and the total inducing area remain approximately the same in the two orientations. The horizontal-to-vertical ratio of the target region equals 5 X 1 and 1 X 5 in the landscape and the portrait stimulus orientations, respectively.
These variations in aspect ratio change the amount of the darker and lighter regions immediately surrounding the test patch. In the landscape orientation, the target intersecting the lighter of the inducing regions is physically bounded more by the darker of the inducing regions, and the target intersecting the darker of the inducing regions is physically bounded more by the lighter of the inducing regions. On the other hand, in the portrait orientation, the target intersecting the lighter of the inducing regions is physically bounded more by the lighter of the inducing regions and the target intersecting darker of the inducing regions is physically bounded more by the darker of the inducing regions.
(1) By contrast and assimilation Ripamonti and Gerbino (2001) simply mean the direction of the effect and do not hypothesise any underlying neural or computational mechanism.
Inspection of these configurations suggests that manipulations in the aspect ratio of the target and inducing regions do not affect induction in the classical White's effect (figures 2a and 2c). Significantly, the target interrupting the lighter inducing stripe appears darker than the target interrupting the darker inducing stripe, regardless of the amount of darker or lighter bordering regions. These observations are in agreement with the results of several previous studies (White and White 1985; Moulden and Kingdom 1989) .
If the inverted White's effect is due to the same mechanisms as the classical one, it should be similarly unaffected by variations in the aspect ratio. However, inspection of figure 2 reveals that the classical and inverted effects are differently affected by manipulations of the aspect ratio of the target region. In the inverted White's effect, unlike the classical effect, the appearance of the target region does depend on the target aspect ratio. In the`inverted-landscape' orientation (figure 2b), the target interrupting the lighter inducing stripe appears lighter than the target interrupting the darker inducing stripe. In the`inverted-portrait' orientation (figure 2d), the target interrupting the lighter stripe appears darker than the target interrupting the darker stripe. In both the inverted-landscape and the inverted-portrait orientations, the target regions surrounded more by the darker inducing regions appear lighter than the target regions surrounded more by the lighter inducing regions.
Below, we quantify these induction effects and discuss their implications for the existing models of both the classical and the inverted versions of White's effect.
Methods
The experimental configurations used to investigate the effect of aspect ratio on induction in the classical and inverted White's effects with targets of the highest luminance (`double increments') are shown in figure 2. Not shown are the configurations used to investigate the classical and inverted White's effects with targets of the lowest luminance (`double decrements'). They were identical to configurations shown in figure 2 except for the luminances of the target and the inducing regions. All configurations were generated with a Power Macintosh G3 computer and presented on a carefully calibrated 19-inch Sony Trinitron Multiscan 400PS monitor. Subjects viewed the experimental configurations, presented in random order, in a darkened room from a distance of 57 cm, and were instructed to rate the perceived brightness (2) of the target patch(es) against a neighbouring set of 16 standard patches presented on the computer screen simultaneously with the stimulus. Ten subjects unaware of the purpose of the experiment verbally gave ratings, which could be integer or half values, and these were recorded by the experimenter. A Munsell scale presented on a variegated background was displayed on the screen next to the stimulus to standardise the ratings. 
Results
Mean ratings expressed as Munsell values for the eight experimental configurations are presented in figure 3 . Insets below each column depict target regions corresponding to the mean match, with error bars showing 95% confidence intervals for the mean. It is important to note that each of these insets represents only one half of the actual corresponding experimental configurations. The differences between the average matches for the target intersecting lighter and darker inducing regions in eight experimental configurations were tested by a paired t-test. Significance levels for the analysis are shown above the mean values for the corresponding targets.
The column labeled as`classical landscape' shows the mean matches for the two classical White's configurations in which the intermediate luminance target intersecting the lighter of the inducing regions is physically bounded more by the darker inducing region and the target intersecting the darker of the inducing regions is physically bounded more by the lighter inducing region. In both configurations, the target intersecting the lighter of the inducing regions was judged as darker than the target intersecting the darker of the inducing regions ( p 5 0X001 in each case).
An identical pattern of results is observed for the`classical portrait' condition. In the portrait orientation, the intermediate-luminance target intersecting the lighter of the inducing regions is physically bounded more by the lighter inducing region and the target intersecting the darker of the inducing regions is physically bounded more by the darker of the inducing regions. The target intersecting the lighter of the inducing regions was judged as darker than the target intersecting the darker of the inducing regions ( p 5 0X001 in both cases).
(2) Brightness and lightness matches of a target area correspond to each other when the target is judged in the presence of backgrounds that differ in reflectance only (Arend and Spehar 1993 ).
The column labeled as`inverted landscape' shows the mean matches for two White's configurations in which double-increment and double-decrement targets intersecting the lighter of the inducing regions are physically bounded more by the darker of the inducing regions and the targets intersecting the darker of the inducing regions are physically bounded more by the lighter of the inducing regions. The pattern of results is opposite to that obtained with intermediate-luminance targets in the classicallandscape condition. Double-increment and double-decrement targets intersecting the lighter of the inducing regions appear lighter than targets intersecting the darker of the inducing regions ( p 5 0X001 in both cases).
The column labeled as`inverted portrait' shows the mean matches for two White's configurations in which double-increment and double-decrement targets intersecting the lighter of the inducing regions are physically bounded more by the lighter of the inducing regions and the targets intersecting the darker of the inducing regions are physically bounded more by the darker of the inducing regions. While both the classical-portrait and classical-landscape orientations show an identical pattern of results, the inverted-portrait configuration shows a different pattern of results compared to the inverted-landscape orientation. In the inverted-portrait orientation, the doubleincrement and double-decrement targets intersecting the lighter of the inducing regions were judged darker than the double-increment and double-decrement targets intersecting the darker of the inducing regions ( p 5 0X001 in both cases). 
Discussion
Our data show that the direction of induction in the classical White's configuration does not depend on the aspect ratio of the inducing and test regions. The target intersecting the lighter of the inducing regions was judged as darker in both the landscape and portrait stimulus configurations. As an estimate of the overall size of these effects we divided the difference between the matched brightness of the two patches by their physical brightness (both expressed on a Munsell scale) and expressed it as a percentage. The estimated size of the classical White's effect was 25.0% and 15.0% in the landscape and portrait orientations, respectively. The size of the effect in the landscape orientation is somewhat lower than the previously reported sizes of induction in White's configuration, attributable to the use of a smaller luminance range of the inducing regions, as opposed to the maximum range typically used. The interesting aspect of the obtained results is a considerable reduction in the size of the effect in the portrait orientation. Given that the direction of induction is the same for both orientations, it is surprising that the considerable increase in the amount of border with the intersected darker and lighter inducing regions did not result in a corresponding increase in the size of the effect. This invariance would be predicted by models that consider the intersected region as the primary source of the induced effect, either because of selective filtering operations, perceived belongingness, or T-junction-specific inhibition from the flanking region (Todorovic¨1997; Zaidi et al 1997; Blakeslee and McCourt 1999; Gilchrist et al 1999; Ross and Pessoa 2000) . With targets of highest and lowest luminance in the landscape White's configuration, target regions intersecting the lighter of the inducing regions were judged as 6.3% and 7.5% lighter than target regions intersecting the darker of the inducing regions. In the portrait White's configuration, the highest-luminance and lowest-luminance targets intersecting the lighter of the inducing regions were judged as 6.6% and 7.5% darker than target regions intersecting the darker of the inducing regions. Thus, the results with the inverted White's effect can be best characterised as a summation of the induced effects from the surrounding regions as in complex non-figural surrounds (Spehar et al 1995) .
Taken together, the results obtained in this study suggest that induction in the classical and inverted White's configurations is due to different underlying mechanisms. While target appearance in the inverted configuration is consistent with lateral inhibition between local, luminance-sensitive mechanisms, accounts of the classical White's effect invariably involve more global mechanisms. Scission accounts require parsing of image geometry or analysis of the structure of neighbouring junctions, while equalisation of spatially pooled filter activity across orientations is crucial to the oriented-filter model of Blakeslee and McCourt (1999) . We suggest that a model accounting for both inverted and classical White's effects will need to incorporate a stage of local lateral interactions feeding into a subsequent stage of more global image analysis. We anticipate that the effects of geometrical and luminance configurations on the magnitude and direction of induction reported here will be valuable in refining computational accounts of brightness induction.
